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EXT ER IMENTA L ECOLOGICAL SYSTEM "ETEKDS"

By

V. V. A lekseyev, A. A. ;eorgiyev, Yu. I. Gorbatov,
M. Ya. Lyamin, V. N. Maksimov, V. V. Sapozhnikov,
G. G. Shinkar, and Ye. L. Shirokova*

Due to the intensive effect of production activity of people on the environ- X95**

ment interest is growing in the fundamental  problems of ecology that can only be

solved by the joint efforts of scientists of different specialties: biologists,

physicists, chemists, etc. By now the main mass of information cn the ecosystems

has boen o Aained as a result of observations in nature. However observation is

the first, but far from the most effective method of study. Observation, as a rule,

does not permit an evaluation of the behavior of the ecosystem under extreme con-

ditions occurring with a drastic change in the physical or chemical parameters of

the medium, for example, with local changes in the climate characteristics. Such

changes occur at the sites of location of powerful heat sources (large cities,

powerful thermal and nuclear plants), where an average increase in the temperature

of air and water is noted in the reservoir-coolers	 multiple purpose by several

degrees. Thus, large thermal power plants with output of 2 million kw create

a stream of warm water that continually enters the reservoir and is of roughly the

same scale as the Moscow or South Bug Rivers. Here the average heating is about

10 0 . The nuclear plants require for their cooling 2-4 times more water than the

normal thermal plants 72I

The influx of considerable masses of warm water inevitably leads to a change

in the ecological conditions in the reservoirs. We note that these changes are

not mandator ily harmful, however it is always necessary to make a thorough analysis

and prognosis of the possible changes in order to be ready for them.

*
Recommended by the Department of General Ecology and Hydrobiology of the

M. V. Lomonosov Moscow State University.
**Numbers is margin indicate pagination in original foreign text.
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The first experimental ecosystems consisted of microscopic organisms. In

1912 Vudreff [1] for the first tiw gave a quantitative description of the succession

of populations of the Frotozoa in a hay extract. A further development of such

type of experiments is the studies of closed microcosms (volumes of 250 ml and

more) that require only light energy L52 , and study of groupings of organisms

that davelop in chemoststs and t irbidostats of different types with controllable

influx and efflux of the nutrients L41. In these systems the spatial heterogeneity

of different physical and chemical properties of the medium was completely excluded.

Therefore recently artificial systems have been created that are a transition

between the laboratory microcosms and the natural worlds L32.

In the Moscow University the efforts of the scientists from the physics,

biological and geological departments have created an experimental ecosystem in a

!	 special basin of the hydrophysics laboratory of the physics department. Figure

1	 1 presents the general scheme of the unit.

In the aq-jeous ecosystems an important role in the formation of their struc-

ture is played by the physical factors such as vertical distribution of illumination

intensity and temperature, intensity of turbulent exchange at different depths.

Therefore the experimental basin must be of sufficient dimensions. The basin in 	 /96

the hydrophysical laboratory satisfies these criteria. It is a reservoir of volume

36 m3 (3 x 4 x 3). The basin itself and the air chamber above it are insulated

from the environment. The water can be heated from below and cooled from above

so that by means of convection in the system conditions can be created that are

stable in time and uniform in space as occurs in chemostats. However, such a

pattern, as a rule, is rarely realized in nature. Therefore it is more expedient

to have a medium that is stratified in respect to temperature, illumination inten-

sity and intensity of the turbulent exchange. For this the illumination intensity

and heating are regulated with the help of a soffit made of 56 fluorescent lamps

of 40 :+ each. The light falling at an angle to the horizon is created by two

lamps that simulate the solar spectrum on the upper boundary of the atmosphere,

so that it is possible to evaluate the effect of the solar ultraviolet radiation

on the ecosystem. These lamps can be moved on guides which look like circles.

Thus„ potentialities of the system make it possible to create in the basin different

vertical profiles of intensity of illumination with respect to the depth and to

regulate the composition of the incident light in certain limits.
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Figure 1. Scher of Experirntal Unit
.I 
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1--system of air conditioning= 2--controllable
Illumination system= 1--simple takers 4--
meter of underwater illumination intensity=
5--movable post with therrn/ oxymeterst h--
system for probing pH, eH. dissolved oxygen
and temperature.

With the help of the conditioner one can
maintain a certain temperature and humidity
In the air chamber, and at the same time regu-
late; the intensity of the convective excharir-e
In water with cooling- from above. By combining
the conditions of illumination and cooling. it
Is easy to obtain the classic temperature profile
of the reservoir with thermocline and area of
mixing where the temperature is not altered
with depth.

Analogously to the mirinar this is done in chemostats we can introduce into
the system in different concentrations biofonie elements. and also reduce their
quantity by adding distilled water. Thorefore the given twit is convenient for
studying the successions occurring. for example, in eutrophica:ion of reservoirs.

An important comi ,onent of the runt is the original measuring complex that
mikes it possible to trace the state of the ecosystem. All the measured parameters
can be separated into three groups. The firs' Includes physic.-.l and chemical
parameters whose recording; is completely automated. These area temperature and
Illrunination intensity at different depths, pH values and the oxidation-reduction
potential, concentration of dissolved oxygen. The results of the measurements
are recorders by a self-recorder. The other group of parameters is the concen-
tration of different blo t-enic components. In principle their measurement can bo
automated, however now the chemical analyses are made by colleagues. With the
hell , of the sampler--polyethylene pipe 0.8 cm in diameter-- samples are taken
from a certain level ind they are sent to the chemical laboratory. The hydro- 	 X98
chemical analyses include certain organic and mineral forms of phosphorous and
nitrogen, dissolved silicic acid, indices of alkalinity, dissolved amino acids,
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bacteria added (;hysieochasieal processes, photosynthesis. destruction); III—
aarhnia added (rhysicochemical processes, photosynthesis. destruction, eating of
alga by rooplankton%.

atc. For control the tH and concentrations of the dissolved oxygen were

determined. Finally the last group primarily included biological pararaters--

the s; ,ecies cowposition and concentration of rhyto-, coc a - and bacterioplarkton
whose determination it is difficult to autowc'tta.

The first expar:hunt that we started in October 1 07t, lasted until July 10re.

In order to simplify intar,-retation of the findings we left the :amps on for the
erlt ira exper i r,ant .

The observation results are shown in figure 2 (data obtained fro g. April to
July are not given since they dUrfer little from the data for April ) . In the
beginning wowant all the profiles of parameters, i.o.. tear; ,erature. pH, concentra-
tion of oxygen, nitrites and nitrates, and otcn+rs ware un i form with a change in
depth. The water was supersaturated with cx;gan whose concentration was 120% of
the e•Iuilibrium value. Heating by 1amj •s of the surface layer lad fairly rapidly
to fornition of a stable temperature stratification, Due to the fact that the
solubility of the mclacular oxy t-en is reduced with an increase in tamlerature,and
oxygen concentration in the upper Layer was rgducad.

On 5 November algae ware j,ut into the basin--a mixture of several species of
chlorella. ca n the next day their quantity was roughly the same on all level; and
was 0.5-1.5 . 10' kl/ gal.	 Already in a week the n ►urbar of cells was considerably
Increased, while the nature of the vertical distribution was significantly altered.
Tho maximum number was formed at a deF • th of 20-40 cm. At this moment in time
dua to inten:-lva F • hotosyrithasis at a dal , th of 40 cm surface maximum of oxygen was
obsorvo,i. The mvcimum: water saturation with oxygen reached 222;':.

The niximum values of pH, equal to 8.4 did not coincide with the maximum
oxygen content, but were rioted for higher layors (depth 20 cm ) . Probably. such
a reaction of the mid ium is a result of the impoverishment of the upper layer
of carbon dioxide due to the reduction in its solubility and utilization of CO2
in the process of photosynthesis. Under natural conditions, for example, in the
Mo:haysk reservoir, the surface layer to depth 100-^_00 cm was usually mixed, as
a result at different depths in it the maximum content of oxygen coincides with
the mr. x imu n PH.
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The maximum number of algae was observed on 15 Novert rsr, when at a depth of

40 ca about 50 . 104 kl/ml were found. Here a sharp stzatification was found in the

distribution of algaes at depth 80 cm their number was only 5-6 . 104 kl/al. On

this day daphnia were put into the basin in a quantity of 1 specimen/ml. In the

next two days the presence of cr ►.°ttaceans did net have any effect on the number

of algae and their vertical distribution. However. a.ready on 19 November the

maximum number of chloialla. equal to 22 . 104 kl/ml was found at a depth of 8C cc.

This was two times lower ttian the maximum n.Amber on tM 15 or 17 November.

The balance between the production of oxygen due to photosynthes=s and its

consuaption for respiration arki oxIe,.7.tic,n of organic substance was disrupted.
The oxygen concentration in the upper layer !pecan t. drop sharply, and in 20 days

oxygen supersaturation was not observed in any of the levels.

Py this time the number of chlorella cells was reduced to 1-2 . 104 kl/ml and

the vertical stratification had practically disal , peared. An insignificant increase

In the •--tuber of chlorella was noted during 24-26 November only at a depth of

200 cm. At the end of December the number of algal cells at all the studied

levels (from 2l, to 200 cm^ did !iot exceed 0.5 . 104 kl/m., and in the subsequent 	 /99

days in the thickness of the water the cells were practically missing. The

oxygen concentration in the "rper one-meter layer was slightly below 100%, which

Indicated the dominant role of the zooplankton.

During the ex periment in the oasin spontaneous microflora developed that

mainly concentrated in the upper fi?m. :reliminary qualitative studies of the

taxonomic composition of the microbe cenosis on the basin surface make it Eossible

to draw a conclusion on the presence of succession in this community. During the

entire period of observations a natural exchange occurred cf the forms of bacteria

towards dominance of the oligotrephs. The actinomycetes and bacillary heterotrophs

gave way to the vibrio forms of the Caulobacter and Microcycles. In February

1977 a certain stabilization was observed of the communities. One should note that

in the samples taker from the mass of water, during the entire experiment the

bacterial cells were only single cases, and in the majority of cases were not

found at all.

In the last phase of the expert ont such a production-:i nstruction equilibrium

was formed where an insignificant quantity of oxygen isolated in photosynthesis

was immediately consumed for respiration and oxidation of the organic residues

that precipitate out from the links in the fc,od chain. Impoverishment of the

.I
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surface layer 0-60 cm with all forams of nitrogen was noted. The concentration of

nitrates was sharply reduced. Nitrites appeared whose concentration was increased

towards the bottom.

In summing the data of the ecological experinent one can state that for the

first time by noans of primarily biochemical processes where the role of dynanics

of water is small, a pattern of vartical distribution of oxygen, phosphates,

nitrates, pH and other hydrochem..ical parameters was successfully created. It is

difficult to overestimate the result for in natural reservoirs we can never

isolate the effect of hydrodynamics and biochemical processes. The concentration

of any of the biogenie components at a certain depth is determined by the complex

su:erposition of these processes.

In developing these stadies one can obtain all the necessary coefficients

for compilation of a mathematical model of water biocenosis. The construction of

such a model will permit control of the hydrochem:ical and hydrobiological pattern

of reservoirs, an0 consequently, control and prediction of the quality of water.
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